
Forty years after the �rst diret detetion of neutrino interations withmatter, the three neutrino types �e, �� and �� (and their antipartiles) areknown to arry linear and angular momentum and an assigned quantumnumber to speify the family to whih they belong. All other fundamentalproperties, e.g., mass, harge, magneti dipole moment, and whether theymix with one another, are known only by their limiting values. Indeed,it is not known whether the neutrino is a Dira partile with a distintantipartile or a Majorana partile, i.e., its own antipartile. In the searhfor physis beyond the standard partile physis model, new informationin the neutrino setor is most likely to make an important, perhaps vital,ontribution. In partiular, most theories of what underlies the standardmodel predit nonzero neutrino masses at some level.In our report we have addressed the partiular question of neutrino massand mixing, whih in reent years has beome a fous of attention for manysientists, not only from the disipline of partile physis, but nulear physis,astrophysis, and osmology as well.In the osmologial Big Bang Model, neutrinos deoupled relatively earlyin the evolution of the Universe, whih guarantees that they should have asubstantial reli abundane today, if they are stable and do not annihilate.Their intrinsi properties are onstrained by their osmologial onsequenes,and, in turn, improved knowledge of neutrino properties would onstrainosmologial models of the early Universe. If neutrinos are massive withmasses in the eletron-volt region, they may ontribute to the empiriallyindiated but not yet identi�ed dark matter, and even signi�antly to thetotal mass of the Universe.In astrophysis, neutrinos probe the interior of stars early and late in theirlifetimes. They are the oolant of neutron stars resulting from supernovaeand a potential thermometer to provide a preision measurement of the tem-perature of the solar ore. Neutrino astrophysis has beome a reognizeddisipline in the last deade.The next generation of underground neutrino detetors ould determinea neutrino mass in the 15 to 100 eV range if there is a galati ore-ollapsesupernova. Depending upon one's on�dene in the preditive power of su-pernova burst models, the lower end of this range might be pushed down to1



5 eV. It has been estimated that suh a supernova should our every 31� 7years. Hene, over the next deade the probability of suh an ourrene is�20-30%, suÆiently high to motivate strong e�orts to apitalize upon thephysis assoiated with suh an event.There is presently no fundamental theoretial reason why neutrinos an-not have mass. In the past few years, diret tritium deay measurementsplaing limits on the mass of the eletron-neutrino in the region of eletron-volts have been made. A ommon feature of all of these experimental resultsis an anomalous exess of events near the endpoint of the spetrum. Theanomaly is indiative of a misoneption|perhaps a serious one|on ourpart, and experiments to probe its nature and pursue the hint it o�ers arerying to be done. Speulations on new physis inlude tahyoni neutri-nos, apture from a (very dense) reli osmi sea of neutrinos whih wouldprodue a monoenergeti peak at or above the endpoint, and admixture ofa massive neutrino with strong �nal-state interations that would produea bump at or below the endpoint. Suh possibilities are exiting, even ifunlikely, and demand that improved experiments be performed to verify orrejet them.Compelling diret measurements of double beta deay involving two neu-trinos have been made for the �rst time in the past few years. These mea-surements set the stage for inisive attempts to observe neutrinoless doublebeta deay and possibly settle the question of the Majorana identity of theneutrino one and for all.For the �rst time sine the suggestion in the 1960s that neutrino osilla-tions might take plae and serve to measure neutrino mass and mixing, thereare reliable data indiating the possible ourrene of resonant and vauumneutrino osillations.Solar neutrino results from four operating detetors indiate serious de-partures from expetations of astrophysial alulations. Not only are therates onsiderably lower than the expetations of the standard solar model,but also omparison of the results of the four experiments suggests that thelargest suppression is in the middle of the spetrum. This is hard to ao-modate by any astrophysial or nulear physis mehanism, suggesting thateven highly nonstandard solar models annot by themselves explain the data.2



Neutrino osillations, partiularly of the MSW sort, provide an attra-tive solution that �ts all the data, and the impliations of neutrino mass arestrong. Three possible parameter ranges are viable, all below �m2= 10�5eV2. Truly onlusive proof will require a physis signature that is indepen-dent of astrophysial arguments, and there are 3 suh signatures:� a ratio of ux in neutral urrents to harged urrents greater than unity� distortions of the shape of the 8B eletron-neutrino spetrum� time dependene in the harged-urrent neutrino rate.The next generation of solar-neutrino detetors, the Sudbury Neutrino Obser-vatory and SuperKamiokande, will be able to look for all of these signatures.Measurements of the avor ontent of atmospheri neutrinos gives a ra-tio of muon to eletron avor loser to 1 than to the expeted value of 2.If neutrino osillations are responsible, long-baseline aelerator and rea-tor experiments an provide onlusive evidene in the interesting range ofparameter spae, 0.001 � �m2 � 0.01 eV2 and 0.5 � sin2 2� � 1. Suh ex-periments, whih ould ome on line and begin taking data within the next�ve years are proposed for the Fermilab and Brookhaven aelerators. Ex-periments at the San Onofre and Chooz reators will shortly begin to explorethis region of parameter spae for the hannel �e to X.A third piee of suggestive evidene for neutrino osillations omes fromthe Los Alamos experiment LSND. Reently reported data suggest onversionof �� to �e and �� to �e in the region of parameter spae 0.7 � �m2 � 6eV2, and 0.005 � sin2 2� � 0.01. A neutrino of suÆient mass to be ofosmologial importane would be implied.Of the three light neutrinos now known to exist, the tau neutrino isarguably the least well understood. Not only has it never been diretly ob-served, but the limits on its mass are orders of magnitude less stringent thanthose on its eletron and muon neutrino ousins. Meanwhile, from both the-oretial models and the experimental \smoking guns" motivating the searhfor massive neutrinos it emerges as the most likely andidate for a \heavy"neutrino. Aelerator based osillation searhes, whih an produe neutrino3



beams of energy suÆiently above the threshold for tau lepton prodution,have the unique opportunity to disover neutrino osillations in the han-nel �� ! �� . Suh experiments are presently underway at CERN and areplanned for Fermilab, and if the tau neutrino is a signi�ant omponent ofthe dark matter they have a strong probability of a positive result.There are strong hints for nonzero neutrino masses and mixings fromtheory, osmology, solar and atmospheri neutrinos, and LSND. These resultspoint to well-de�ned regions of parameters, whih the next generation ofplanned and proposed experiments should be able to onlusively explore.As is apparent from this brief summary, the �eld of neutrino physis, by itsnature, is diverse and arried out non-entrally in self-ontained experimentsin university laboratories, deep underground sites, and aelerators. In partfor this reason, it appears to involve a small ommunity with few needs. Butin truth, it is a world-wide e�ort pursued by many physiists, and requiresin some experiments well-instrumented, massive apparatus, and in othersadequate long term support. In any distribution of resoures for the supportof researh whih properly weighs the physis potential of the areas of present-day physis researh, neutrino physis would deserve and reeive supportbeyond the level at whih it now funtions.DPF Long Range Planning Study Neutrino Mass Working GroupD. Ayres - Argonne National LabB. Bernstein - FermilabB. Blumenfeld - John Hopkins UniversityA. Capone - Universita La Sapienza/INFNM. Diwan - Brookhaven National LabG. Domokos - Johns Hopkins UniversityF. Federspiel - Los Alamos National LabT. Gaisser - Bartol Researh InstituteM. Goodman - Argonne National LabK. Heller - University of MinnesotaA. Hime - Los Alamos National LabT. Kyia - Brookhaven National LabK. Lande - University of Pennsylvania4
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